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ABSTRACT

Crashing stochastic activities implies changing their distributions to reduce the mean. This can involve changing the variance too. Therefore, crashing can change not only the expected duration of a project but also the necessary size of its safety buffer. We consider optimal crashing of serial projects where the objective is to minimize total costs including crashing cost and expected delay penalty. As part of the solution we determine optimal safety buffers. They allow for activities that are statistically dependent because they share an error element (e.g., when all durations have been estimated by one person, when weather or general economic conditions influence many activities, etc). We show that under plausible conditions the problem is convex and thus it can be solved by standard numerical search procedures. The purpose of the paper is to encourage software development that will include valid stochastic analysis for scheduling and crashing using current estimates and historical performance records.

INTRODUCTION

Historically, crashing project activities has been associated with CPM, using deterministic activity duration assumptions. By contrast, PERT took into account stochastic activity durations but with few exceptions crashing was not considered. One possible reason for this state of affairs may be that PERT was never a truly effective platform for assessing stochastic activity durations. Baker & Trietsch (2009) list several PERT deficiencies, of which the stochastic independence assumption is the most pernicious. To address this issue, Trietsch (2005) presents the systemic error model, which employs a multiplicative stochastic error...
that is constant for each project but varies across projects. This component of the model represents estimation bias, and it entails positive correlation between the activity durations of each project as compared to the original project schedule. One advantage of the model is that it is straightforward to use historical data to achieve reliable distributions without requiring practitioners to provide three estimates for each activity. That model has recently been validated by field data from two Armenian NGOs (Gevorgyan, 2008). The validation also suggested that the lognormal distribution with a consistent coefficient of variation is useful for modeling activity durations (although in one NGO it was also necessary to account for the Parkinson effect, where activities are often tardy but rarely early). The lognormal distribution is especially convenient if we wish to crash an activity by allocating more capacity to it, because that can be modeled by division of work content by capacity. If both work content and capacity are modeled as lognormal random variables, their ratio is also lognormal. No other widely-used distribution shares this useful property. Furthermore, although the exact distribution of a sum of lognormal variables is unknown, the lognormal distribution itself provides reasonable approximate convolutions (Robb & Silver, 1993).

Those results open the way not only to effective stochastic scheduling but also to modeling and implementing optimal crashing of a stochastic project. Baker & Trietsch (2009) discuss this issue in generic terms, and the purpose of this paper is to explore it in more depth. We do so specifically in terms of a simple but important building block: a serial project. We study optimal or near-optimal crashing of stochastic activities in basic projects with \( n \) (not necessarily independent) activities in series, and without intermittent idling. We assume continuous crashing with a linear cost per unit as in classical CPM (Fulkerson, 1961; Kelley, 1961). A due date, \( D \), is given and tardiness is penalized at a proportional rate, \( P \). The objective is to minimize the total cost of crashing plus expected delay penalty. (We refer to this as the default objective.) If we define the difference between the due date and the mean completion time as the project buffer, then optimal crashing yields optimal project buffers. For this reason we consider the two issues together. Our purpose is to provide a theoretical basis for enhancing project scheduling and control software packages, to handle stochastic analysis properly and without demanding more input from the user than is customary for deterministic analysis.

To review the literature related to stochastic crashing of project activities, the following statements are implied (unless stated otherwise): (1) General PERT networks with statistically independent stochastic activities are addressed. (2) Crashing is continuous. (3) The default objective is pursued (with the “cost of crashing” interpreted according to the context). An alternative, to which we refer explicitly as the expectation objective, is to either minimize the expected duration given a crashing budget or achieve a required expected duration most economically (the ability to solve one suffices for the other). The expectation objective is a special case of the default objective, obtained if we set a due date of zero and adjust the penalty rate. Finally, (4) no intentional idling occurs—each activity starts as soon as it becomes feasible. In these terms, our own problem is “serial networks with dependent activity distributions.”

Arisawa & Elmaghraby (1972) considered GERT networks where only exclusive-or nodes are allowed (thus excluding general PERT but including the serial case) with an expectation objective, and presented a tractable fractional LP solution. Britney (1976) explicitly addressed both buffers and crashing with a sum of several default objectives as the combined objective, and with possible idling between all activities. His buffers apply to activities one-by-one and planned idling occurs unless the buffer is exceeded. Wollmer (1985) pursued an expectation objective where crashing applies only to activity means. He modeled stochastic variation by discrete random
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